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Note:
This applique is sized at approx 8cm wide.  You 

may need to scale this up or down to fit your 
pattern. As it is it is perfect for ages 2-7 years

You will need:
scraps of different browns & off white cottons

tiny scraps of black and pink cotton
thread to match
bondaweb 25cm
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two stitches
puppy applique for zoe dress pockets

instructions 
(to take place before sewing the garment):
1. Trace all your pieces onto bondaweb or some other fusible 
    webbing.  You’ll need to remember to do mirror images of the 
    ears, so you have a left and a right ear.  Roughly cut each 
    piece out, and then iron on to the relevant colour scrap of 
    fabric. Then cut out each piece accurately to the line.  Peel off 
    the backing paper, and all your pieces should be ready to 
    assemble!

2. All your pieces will be going onto piece A, except your paws, so put your paws to 
    one side and take out piece A.  The first piece you want to add, will be your main 
    body piece.  We’re working on one pocket, so choose your pocket side, and place 
    your body piece 1.5cm down into the pocket, and centred away from the edges. 
    If it overlaps into your seam allowance, you’ll need to trim it at the sides as you 
    don’t want it inside your seam allowance. Iron into place, and sew all around the edges.  
    You could use a straight stitch, or a satin stitch for this, depending on what look you are trying to achieve.  

A

3. Continue layering up all your pieces in the same fashion, placing, ironing & sewing, in the following order: body, body 
    markings, chin, head, tongue, head markings, ears, nose, outer eye, inner eye.  Use the main picture as a guide.

4. Once you’ve layered all your pieces, and sewn them into place, you may want to add some details with your stitches.  You 
    can either do this by hand or by machine, but things we suggest are:  a little flash of white in the inner eye, and some scruffy 
    fur markings on the head.

5. The rest of your puppy will be placed onto piece B, so put aside piece A for 
    now, and take out piece B.  Your paws will need to be placed carefully just 
    below where the pocket folds down, so fold the pocket to the back and 
    press it.  B

pressed 
line

6. Re-open the pocket where you’ve pressed it, and use this line as a guide for where to place 
    your paws. Before attaching, you may want to fold the pocket back over, and place over the 
    top of your piece A to check everything is perfectly in it’s place and lined up well.  The top of 
    the paws should just hit the pressed line.  Sew into place, and stitch some cute paw detailing.

7.  And that’s it! Now sew your dress following the normal instructions.

We love to see your makes! Tag your makes #twostitchespatterns #twostitcheszoe 
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4. Once you’ve layered all your pieces, and sewn them into place, you may want to add some details with your stitches.  You 
    can either do this by hand or by machine, but things we suggest are:  a little flash of white in the inner eye, and some scruffy 
    fur markings on the head.
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puppy applique for zoe dress pockets
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